
Bernese 5.2 introductury course, notes and screen shots

February 22, 2022

1 Setting up sessions, choosing active session

Here, only enter ???0 for the session ID. This matches any session day, like 2010 session 207 or 208 or 2011
session 205 or 206. The �nal �0� means the �rst and only session for that day.

The currently active session is listed on the bottom line: $Y+0 = 2010 = year 2010, $S+0 = 2080 = DOY
208 session char 0.

Choose the currently active session. Click on one of the four buttons to the right and enter the value. Like the
�rst: change 2010 7 27 to 2011 7 24, and click on �Compute�. The other three, Modifed Julian Date, GPS Week
& Day of Week, and Year, Day of Year (DOY) will be �lled in.

Then, click on �Set� and exit by clicking OK.
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2 Variable names

The environment variables (bottom right) also work on the command line:

$U User space GPSUSER52

$T Temporary GPSTEMP

$X Executables BERN52/GPS

$P Campaign directory GPSDATA/CAMPAIGN52

$D Datapool GPSDATA/DATAPOOL

$S Savedisk GPSDATA/SAVEDISK

The menu variables are mainly about de�ning dates and sessions.
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3 Extrapolation of co-ordinates

$YMD_STR+0 YYYY MM DD → 2010 07 27

YYYY year (2010)

MM month (07)

DD day of month (27)

APR$YD+0 APRYYDDD → APR10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)
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4 Importing RINEX (RXOBV3)

Note that the RINEX �les that were downloaded into the DATAPOOL are likely both .Z and Hatanaka com-
pressed. You need to install CRZ2RNX and CRX2RNX to do the decompression. Place the binaries in $X/EXE.
For example

Note how .??D.Z is converted to .??O. Works for Unix compress (.Z) as well as for Gnu Zip (.gz):
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????$S+0 STATDDDS → STAT2080

???? station

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)
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$Y+0 YYYY → 2010

YYYY year (2010)

$S+0 DDDS → 2080

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)
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4.1 RINEX �les

5 Create tabular orbits (PRETAB)

COD$WD+0 CODWWWWD COD15942

WWWW GPS week (1594)

D GPS day (2)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)
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5.1 Precise ephemeris �les

6 Generate standard orbits (ORBGEN)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)
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DE405.EPH

Planetary ephemeris �le. You may need to generate this yourself from �les found on JPL web site.

Generating DE405.EPH
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COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)

ORB$YD+0 ORBYYDDD ORB10208
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$Y+0 YYYY → 2010

YYYY year (2010)

$S+0 DDDS → 2080

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)

6.1 Tabular orbit �les
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7 Import Earth orientation parameters (POLUPD)

COD$W+07 CODWWWW7 COD15947a

WWWW GPS week (1594)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)

aWhy the digit 7? Probably because these are weekly �les giving values for 7+2 epochs, the target GPS week plus one day

before and one day after. Data are given for noon each day.
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7.1 Bernese native Earth Orientation Parameter �les (�pole �les�)

8 Code based clock-synchronization (CODSPP)

http://www.bernese.unibe.ch/faq/#mess101:

GETSTAF: COORDINATES NOT FOUND

The reason for this message is very likely that the renaming of the stations in the station infor-
mation �le (.STA) was missed by RXOBV3 or the RINEX header does not �t in the search pattern
of the STA �le. Because as the corresponding station is used in your observation �le, it needs also
be added to the .CRD, .KIN and .STA �les.

In my case, a remedy was looking in the subdirectory $P/EXAMPLE/OBS: there are �les there having the
general form

????$S+0.PZO for phase observations, like GANP2070.PZO

????$S+0.PZH header �le GANP2070.PZH

????$S+0.CZO for code observations, like GANP2070.CZO
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????$S+0.CZH header �le GANP2070.CZH.

The station name here is GANP. This is the original four-character station name, when the �remapped�,1 unique
four-character station name according to $P/EXAMPLE/STA/ABBREV.ABB should be GAN1. Similarly
HERT, which is remapped to HER1, etcetera.

This is wrong .

The names of Bernese native observation �les should use re-mapped four-character names, not the original ones.

These non-remapped four-character station-name observation �les should all be deleted. They are probably
leftovers from a �awed, earlier run. Sadly, Bernese isn't very robust against being misled by its own �le names
in this way. . .

Also ABBREV.ABB should be cleaned up to only o�er the original four-character station names with DOMES
marker names. See �gure 1 for a well-formed �le.

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)

APR$YD+0 APRYYDDD APR10208

????$S+0 STATDDDS → STAT2080

???? station name (STAT)

S session character (0)

P1C1$M+0 P1C1YYMM → P1C11007

MM month (07)

1The remapping apparently consists of taking the station name including the DOMES marker name and �nding, from left to

right, the �rst unique character to include in the remapped name. So, if both GANP and GANP 11515M001 are on the list, the

latter is mapped to GAN1.
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9 Form baselines (SNGDIF)

????$S+0 STATDDDS STAT2070

STAT station name (STAT)

DDD day of year (207)

S session character (0)
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APR$YD+0 APRYYDDD APR11206

YY year (11)

DDD day of year (206)
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10 Phase preprocessing (MAUPRP)

The main purpose of this processing phase is to clean the single-di�erence carrier-phase observation �les from
�outliers� (individual erroneous observations) and to �x �cycle slips� � sudden changes in the integer ambiguity
of a single-di�erence observation arc of a satellite due to loss of lock by the receiver on the radio signal of the
satellite. Normally, after acquisition by the receiver of a satellite's radio signal, it tracks the cycling of the phase
of the carrier wave, counting the whole cycles. The fractional cycle (the part between 0 and 2π radians, or 0
and 1 cycles), is measured at acquisition.

????$S+0 STSTDDDS STST2080

ST station names (two characters)

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)

APR$YD+0 APRYYDDD APR10208

YY year (10)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208
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11 Parameter estimation (GPSEST): initial run

Here, we �rst determine initial co-ordinates and an initial tropospheric delay solution to be used in further runs.
The solution uses the L3 or ionosphere-free linear combination of the observables L1 and L2, and no ambiguity
resolution is attempted: the ambiguities are treated as real-valued unknowns.

The output �les produced are called FLT$YD+0.CRD (co-ordinates) and FLT$YD+0.TRP (tropospheric pa-
rameters), and re-loaded in later runs.
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????$S+0 STSTDDDS STST2080

STAT station names (two characters)

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)

FLT$YD+0 FLTYYDDD FLT10208

YY year (10)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208
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For session 2010 / 208, the normal equation was singular. For this reason, the CORRECT correlation strategy
was replaced by the BASELINE one, which led to a successful run for this session.
Also, choose as satellite system GPS/GLO, as that is all we have.
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11.1 Results: station coordinates

A posteriori sigma of 1.2 mm is quite good. The a priori sigma was 1 mm. The
χ2

DOF
is 1.54, a bit high.

Perhaps because of the per-baseline correlation model. This value is the square of ( a posteriori / a priori ).
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11.2 Results: tropospheric parameters

Tropospheric parameters were estimated for all stations at 2 hour intervals. Not just total zenith delays, but
also north and east direction gradients. These values are o�sets from a reference model.

12 Parameter estimation (2)

We add a ionosphere model, and produce co-oordinate output and tropospheric parameter output.

The output �les produced are called FLT$YD+0.CRD (co-ordinates)and FLT$YD+0.TRP (tropospheric pa-
rameters), and re-loaded in later runs.
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Ionosphere model added.

????$S+0 STSTDDDS STST2080

STAT station names (two characters)

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)

APR$YD+0 APRYYDDD APR10208

YY year (10)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

P1C1$M+0 P1C1YYMM P1C11007

MM month (07)
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Output iono- and troposphere estimates to �le.

FLT$YD+0 FLTYYDDD FLT10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)
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Add soft regularization constraint on troposphere parameters

13 Ambiguity resolution

Here we resolve the ambiguities on a baseline-by-baseline basis. Doing this for all baselines together, even on a
session-by-session basis, would be too heavy on the computer. The baseline station names, two two-character
names from ABBREV.ABB, are input manually.

For ambiguity resolution, we use the QIF (Quasi Ionosphere Free) technique. This requires use of the original
L1&L2 observables together, and stochastic ionosphere parameters. In this stage we input the co-ordinate and
troposheric parameter �les determined earlier: FLT$YD+0.CRD and FLT$YD+0.TRP.

Baselines and network:

Note that this is just one example of a set of baselines generated by SNGDIF. Running the program with
di�erent options, or on data with a di�erent processing history, will produce di�erent sets of baselines. So don't
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be surprised if you are getting a di�erent set.

The automated strategies, like the OBS-MAX and STAR stategies, will always produce an independent set of
baselines. So, with 13 stations, one gets 12 baselines.

1 GNJZ GANP JOZ2
2 PBZ2 PTBB ZIM2
3 LMW1 LAMA WTZR
4 TSZ2 TLSE ZIM2
5 W4Z2 WTZZ ZIM2
6 GNMT GANP MATE
7 JZOS JOZ2 ONSA
8 WRZ2 WSRT ZIM2
9 W1W4 WTZR WTZZ
10 Z2Z1 ZIM2 ZIMM
11 HRZ2 HERT ZIM2
12 JZW4 JOZ2 WTZZ

LAMA
↓ 3

WSRT PTBB WTZR ONSA
8↘ ↓ 2 ↓ 9 ↑ 7

HERT 11 −→ ZIM2 ←− 5 WTZZ ←− 12 JOZ2
4↗ ↓ 10 ↑ 1

TLSE ZIMM GANP
↓ 6

MATE

GNJZ$S+0 STSTDDDS GNJZ2080

GNJZ station names (two characters, here GN and JZ)

DDD day of year (208)

S session character (0)

FLT$YD+0 FLTYYDDD FLT10208

YY year (10)

COD$YD+0 CODYYDDD COD10208

COD$WD+0 CODWWWWD COD15942

WWWW GPS week (1594)

D GPS day (2)
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FLT$YD+0 FLTYYDDD FLT10208

YY year (10)

DDD day of year (208)

GNJZ$+0Q GNJZDDDQ → GNJZ206Q

DDD day of year (208)
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L1&L2 concurrent processing is mandatory for quasi-ionosphere-free ambiguity resolution.

One ambiguity �x per iteration step is necessary when processing GLONASS.
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Stochastic ionosphere parameters are mandatory with QIF.
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14 The Station Information File etc.

This is a central �le used by most of the Bernese software modules, so its content � like that of the session �le
SESSION.SES and the station name abbreviations �le ABBREV.ABB � needs to be correct for everything to
function correctly.

The example campaign EXAMPLE or INTRO provided by the Bernese people as part of their training material
is ready set up: it is called EXAMPLE.STA. If you want to process your own material, you need to set it up
yourself from your RINEX �les. Fortunately there is a program called RNX2STA that automates the job: it is
found under the menu Service . Station Information Files .Extract information from RINEX.
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Noteworthy is that in Panel 2, there is the option �Convert antenna serial number to ANT #�. This option
should be chosen if the software fails to �nd the antenna calibration information from the general �le PCV.*
used, though the information is there.

14.1 A priori coordinates

With a new campaign, also a �le containing a priori coordinates for the stations must be provided. It ends
in *.CRD. Files containing all the IGS stations globally are provided with the Bernese distribution. If your
station(s) are not on that list, you must add them manually. The approximate XY Z co-ordinates of a station
are found in its RINEX �le headers.

The adding of the station co-ordinates is done automatically by RXOBV3 if you give it the name of the pre-
existing *.CRD �le: �Update coordinates� in the below panel.
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Figure 1: A well-formed station-name abbreviation �le.

14.2 The station-name abbreviation �le

A well formed station-name abbreviation �le looks like �gure 1:

Any double or multiple occurrences of names for the same station, or multiple variations of the four- or two-
character abbreviations, means that the �le is corrupted, which unfortunately can easily happen due to the
guesswork Bernese has to do. Delete the super�uous lines and edit to make sure that only reasonable abbrevi-
ations remain.

Also, check the directory $P/<CAMPAIGN>/OBS for Bernese observation �les having these super�uous names,
and delete them.´

15 The output �les of the program runs
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